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PORTFOLIO
https://creativa.cc

20

Years of
Experience

SKILLS
UX/Ui, Web and Mobile Design

PROFILE
I'm a Senior Designer and Creative Director with 20 years of experience in the print and digital design industry. I
have strong skills in branding, user experience, digital products, packaging design and photography. I directed
teams of designers on a number of projects for my own design studio, Creativa Design, and for other companies.
I'm currently the creative director for an online global travel project where I also serve as CEO. I have worked
extensively with international clients in the US, Europe and Asia. I’m an Italian native speaker and am fluent in
Spanish and English. I'm a problem solver and have experience project managing. I'm proficient and very
experienced with the vast majority of digital tools and software on the market. I prefer to design with Sketch, but I
also have two decades of experience with the Adobe Suite. I have digital marketing experience that spans from
Social Media and SEO, to naming strategies and content creation. I combine my natural born Italian taste for
design with the dynamism that I have learned since moving to NYC 11 years ago. I have traveled to more than 50
countries which has helped me develop flexibility and an open mindset towards different perspectives. At this
stage of my career, I'm looking for a fascinating freelance project or a stable position in a stimulating work
environment where I can put my capabilities to use and continue to grow.

Graphic Design & Packaging
Branding

Photography & DP

Digital Marketing & SEO
Business Mangement

WORK EXPERIENCE
2000 - current

Senior Designer and Creative Director at Creativa Design, LLC

I founded Creativa, a design studio firm, in 2000 and have since worked for several clients in the US and globally.
At Creativa I cover the role of Managing Director and Creative Director, and lead a team of designers,
programmers and strategists. I work directly with clients and with my network of professionals for specific tasks. I
personally work on the concept phases of most projects and take an active part in the branding, design and UX/
Ui stages. I also take on photography or direction of photography when needed.
2016 - current

Senior Designer and Creative Director, CEO at Tiplr, Inc.

After taking care of the branding and designing the applications for other clients, I decided to found with a travel
project with a group of partners: a startup named Tiplr. Our vision is one platform combining user generated
travel tips with professional content to create real digital guides created by the users themselves. Tiplr is
available on the Apple App Store and as a website on https://tiplr.com. As CEO and founder I take care of several
of the company managing aspects, leading the editorial, design, marketing and development teams. As Creative
Director I manage all of the visual and creative aspects of the project including branding, design, UX/UI, product
building, marketing campaigns, social media and SEO. Tiplr was funded by seed investors.
2011 - 2014
Senior Designer and Creative Director at iBridge
iBridge is a consulting
PR and PR firm based in New York City that works for an array of international clients from
several industries including, travel, food and lifestyle. I was their creative director on a number of projects
spanning from commercial video productions to event organization. I took care of all the visual aspects from
digital products to printed materials.
2001 - 2018
Designer, Art Director and Marketing at Strega Alberti Benevento S.p.A.
Strega is a major spirits and chocolate producer in Italy with 160 years of tradition. I started at Strega as a
marketing intern in 1999 where among other projects I curated the company museum set up, from the creation
of of all visuals, to the arrangement of the museum spaces. Later, I was hired as a graphic and web designer and I
executed a few versions of the company’s website and several packaging and label designs for food products.
During my time at Strega I also worked actively in their marketing office on strategies and events. When I decided
to leave my full time job to pursue other aspects of my career, I became the company’s external art director for a
large number of design projects until 2017, including video production, social media campaigns, websites and
editorial and packaging designs.
2009 - 2011

Photographer at i-Italy

When I first moved to NYC I joined i-Italy, one of the most active and popular Italian online magazines, as their
official photographer for a significant number of events all around New York City. I shot concerts, political
interviews, lifestyle events, sports and more.
2009 - 2010

Art Director at Neikos Digital Agency

Neikos is a web agency based in Italy with an office in NYC. I was their art director for the design and
development of a few websites of Italian companies based in the USA.
2003 - 2008
Creative Director, Photographer at Saturnia Style
Saturnia Style was an accommodations internet company based in Tuscany, Italy. I was involved in the
company’s management aspects. I directed the design of two versions of their website and I shot more than 100
locations for the website listings.

E D U C AT I O N
1995-2002
Università degli Studi di Siena,
Italy - Bachelor's Degree in
Sociolinguistic with a thesis
entitled “The Internet Language
of the Travel Industry”
1999-2000
Universidad de Salamanca,
Spain - Geography and Graphic
& Digital Design Studies
2010
International Center of
Photography (ICP), New York
City - Street Photography
Studies
2011
School of Visual Arts (SVA),
New York City - Branding e
Logo Design Studies

STRENGHTS
minimalism

sense of design

imagination

experience

team managing
photographic eye

versatility
organization

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Acclaimed Photography Exhibitions
US Patent for a Trade Mark name
Proprietary Application on the
Apple App Store

SOCIAL TRAITS
Avid Traveler
Bike Lover
Fond of Italian and Mediterranean
Lifestyle. Native of Italy
Fluent in Spanish. Spent longtime
in Latin America and Spain

